Reusable Container Program
Keep It Green

Getting Started

1 Deposit
Go to the **middle lane** of the campus center food court, fill out your name and email, and pay a $5 security deposit in cash or credit to receive a green carabiner.

2 Swap
You will need to swap your green carabiner at the food stations in the CC food court to get your reusable container.

3 Refund
When you are done using the program, you can return your carabiner to the Morgan Dining Services Office to get your $5 back during the last week of any term.

---

Swap out your green carabiner for food in a clean reusable container.

Your container will be sanitized in the dining services dishwasher to FDA standards.

Return the dirty container to the middle lane cashier within 24 hours and get a new green carabiner.